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BURIAL URNs 

ForeverSafe is the tough but 
beautiful American-made 
alternative to expensive and 
fragile burial urns.

The burial urn that lets you both rest in peace.

GRANGER INDUsTRIEs



foreversafe is forever secure
When it comes to selecting a burial urn, most families understandably 
associate beauty and permanence with expensive bronze, stone or 
ceramic. But the truth is that natural materials lose their luster over time 
and suffer from normal exposure to the elements, incidental damage—
even theft. Why not consider an urn that looks just like bronze or stone 
but holds its beauty and does a better job of protecting what’s inside? 

ForeverSafe urns are made of tough polyethylene in a special molding 
process that replicates the look and texture of metals and stone with 
no seams or burrs. The result is a beautiful, finely crafted urn as 
tough as steel and as timeless as stone but impervious to surrounding 
conditions. An airtight/watertight seal protects against flooding and 
other problems, indoors or out. In fact, ForeverSafe urns can be buried 

directly in the ground saving you the 
additional expense of a burial vault. And 
they are made right here in America, with 
100% American-made materials. 

Preserving the remains of a loved one is 
an act of eternal love and commemoration. 
After all, the true value of a container lies in 
protecting what’s inside. Keep it ForeverSafe.
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MEMORIAL URNs & VAsEs 
GRANGER INDUsTRIEs
1600 M.A.D.E Industrial Drive
Middletown OH 45044
513 424-1955

www.foreversafeproducts.com

03  Black Granite

05  Terra Cotta Granite

04  Brown Granite

06  Bronze

01  White Granite 02  Grey Granite

07  Antique 08  Mahogany

ForeverSafe urns are visually textured to match 
the beauty of more fragile metal and stone

ForeverSafe urns can be ordered 
with matching vases

foreversafe

MADE IN UsA
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ITEM CODE/COLOR

Round Urn URR

Square Urn URS

Replacement Vase REP

Vase and Canister VAC

Round Urn, Vase & Canister Set SER

Square Urn, Vase & Canister Set SES

TO ORDER: 
Provide the model number for each item you wish 
to order by adding the color number (above) to the 
product code in the chart. (Example: Round Urn in 
Black Granite = URR03)

NOTE: When ordering replacement vases, please 
provide the name of the canister manufacturer. 


